
VIEW 3D
3D post-procEssIng WorkstatIon
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Multiplanar Reconstructions (MPR) 
can be performed at your desk-
top within seconds and CT and 
MRI scans can be reformatted and 
viewed in any desired orientation.

Intuitive widgets guide the user to 
exactly position the view plane to 
quickly get the desired view angle 
and position in space, therefore no 
prior training is required.  

iQ-VIeW 3d Is a clInIcal 
3d posT-processIng WorksTaTIon 
for radIologIsTs
It contains all components of iQ-VIEW with the addition 
of various CT and MRI image processing features.

MPR supports the viewing of trau-
ma, vascular, neurology and onco-
logic CT and MRI images.

The Maximum Intensity Projection 
(MIP) maps the densest voxels of CT 
and MRI scans to your screen. This 
feature simplifies reading low and 
high contrast pathologies. MIP is an 
easy to use feature to display vessels 
and bones. 

Thick Slab Maximum Intensity Pro-
jections (thick slab MIP) performs 
MIPs in a flat layer of CT scans. It is 
a great feature to assess complex 
fractures and to easily find even 
the smallest hair fractures. Nev-
er miss a fracture on a trauma CT 
scan again!

Surface Shaded Display (SSD) visu-
alizes the surface of high contrast 

iQ-VIEW 3D
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objects like bones in 3D e.g. inter-
actively or as rotating sequences.

The epitome of 3D processing is the 
volume rendering (VRT). Highlight in 
color any vascular, tumor or bony 
structure for your patients and re-
ferring physicians. Various colors, 
transparency and light setting op-
tions for different contexts make 
the tool easy to use.

Unwanted structures can be either 
clipped or cropped individually 
from the image.

The solUTIon 
                   can Be so sImple.

The addition of DENOISE and SOFT-
EN filters optimize the image im-
pression.

Any visualized images can be eas-
ily exported as snapshots or even 
movies to your PACS, CD/DVD or 
printer.

Users may perform CT and MRI im-
age post-processing at special 
post acquisition stations from the 
device manufacturers, however by 
using iQ-VIEW 3D, you can perform 
this process faster, easier and keep 
your CT scanner available by mov-
ing your work load from the acqui-
sition consoles to iQ-VIEW 3D!

A new and innovative 3D technol-
ogy makes it possible for the iQ-
VIEW 3D to run on most standard 
graphic adapters with a low system 
resource requirement. iQ-VIEW 3D 
can even run on a laptop.

iQ-VIEW 3D has been proven as the 
clinical tool of choice by many ra-
diologists worldwide. Ask your deal-
er for a local reference!

iQ-VIEW 3D
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a   The multiplanar views give the 
viewing physician a quick over-
view of the volume. Special pro-
jections (e.g. Volume Rendering) 
may be calculated and shown in 
3D Views.

B  A double click on each window 
magnifies the view immediately 
(e.g. CT Aorta with Angio preset).

c  Surface Shaded Display is a 
fast and accurate way to ex-
tract and visualize features (e.g. 
bones/skin).

D  The thick slab feature makes 
even the smallest hair fractures  
visible in multislice CT datasets.

E  In iQ-VIEW 3D select the first and 
last image of a stack and within 
seconds create a stack of mul-
tiplanar or rotated projections. 
You can store these images to 
your PACS, imagebox or export 
as an AVI file.

iQ-VIEW 3D SCREENSHOTS
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PACS ServeriQ-VIEW

iQ-VIEW 3D

Modality

Windows ® Printer DICOM Imager E-Mail/CD

1  iQ-VIEW 3D can be integrated 
into any PACS. It combines all 
features of a full 2D reading sta-
tion and a 3D postprocessing 
station.

2  You can postprocess any kind 
of volumetric CT or MRI image 
data.

3  Reconstructed images can be 
exported as AVI files, to CD/DVD, 
to a Windows printer, a DICOM 
imager or sent back to the PACS. 

iQ-VIEW 3D WORKFLOW
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 3D post procEssIng   MPR – Any oblique Multiplanar Reconstruction
    MinIP – Minimum Intensity Projection   
    SSD – Surface Shaded Display
    VRT – Volume Rendering Technique
     Thick Slab rendering (MIP/VRT/SSD) with variable thickness
    Arbitrary volume cropping
     Image filters
     Advanced measurement tools including ROI computation

 3D fEaturEs   Definition of different tissues for volume rendering
     Easy selection of the volume of interest
     3D zoom/pan and center/window
     3D-measurements
    Simultaneous image processing in up to 6x6 User defined Views
     Improved MPR navigation using widgets 
     Support of space navigation devices (3D Connexion)

 gErnEral ImagE 
 procEssIng   Creation of MPR reslice images (double oblique)
     Export of animated sequences (AVI)
     Export of secondary capture images to the local image box, filesystem or PACS 
     Thickslab MIP/VRT/SSD export functionality

 graphIc aDaptErs   Runs on most standard graphic adapters

 opEratIng systEms   Windows 2000, XP, Vista

 languagEs   English, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, 
   Portuguese, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Turkish

 cErtIfIcatIon   CE 0482 and FDA 510(k)

* See iQ-VIEW for further features.

iQ-VIEW 3D FEATURES BASED ON iQ-VIEW/PRO*
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ImagE InformatIon systEms ltD.
offIcE 404, 4th floor | alBany housE | 324/326 rEgEnt strEEt | lonDon W1B 3hh | unItED kIngDom

tEl. uk: +44 207 193 06 20 | tEl. gEr: +49 381 203 38 58 | tEl. us: +1 213 985 35 20 
fax uk: +44 207 976 48 97 | fax gEr: +49 381 203 38 59 | fax us: +1 213 325 26 30

WWW.ImagE-systEms.BIz | Info@ImagE-systEms.BIz
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SPECIFICATIONS
SySTEm REQUIREmENTS

mInImum rEcommEnDED

os: Windows 2000, XP, Vista Windows XP Professional
  Windows 7 Professional (or higher) 32 bit
cpu: Pentium, 1 GHz Core 2 Quad, 2,6 GHz

ram: 1 GB RAM 2 GB RAM

hDD: 20 GB of empty hard disc space 80 GB of empty hard disc space 

network: 10 Mbit/s 100 Mbit/s

graphics: nVidia GeForce 5600 or nVidia GTX Series
 ATI X800 
Display: 1024 x 768 pixel 1 or 2 displays with
  1280 x 1024 pixel or more 
peripherals:  Scroll mouse, CD or DVD writer
  PostScript printer
hardware:  Dell hardware

oUr solUTIons for yoUr ImagIng needs
iQ-VIEW The radiology reading station
iQ-VIEW 3D 3D post-processing workstation
iQ-stItch Tool for the creation of full spine and full leg images
iQ-capturE Add-on hardware module for capturing images from analog video sources
orthoView™ Add-on module for orthopedic templating and trauma planning
DIcomreader Reading portable DICOM media into any PACS
iQ-WEBx PACS server for storage, teleradiology and image distribution
iQ-WEBx WaDo Simplifying the workflow
iQ-prInt DICOM paper print server
iQ-roBot Automatic burning and labeling of patient CDs and DVDs
iQ-routEr Image compression for teleradiology and workflow management
iQ-WorklIst DICOM worklist server optimizing your workflow
iQ-maIl Simple teleradiology using DICOM email
iQ-nuc Complete package for nuclear image processing
iQ-rIs The smooth radiology information system
ImagE DIsplays Medical diagnostic displays
iQ-cr acE Efficiency in CR


